Another week and another small step back towards ‘normality’. After almost 14 months of
lights off and curtains down, the theatre burst back into dramatic life with the staging of the
Year 4 Play. Each class performed its own short play so that rules around rehearsals and
social distancing could be observed. This gave all the children a chance to get fully involved
in the action, either on or behind the stage. Not only was the acting superb, but the stage
management was slick and professional with complex lighting and sound effects cued
perfectly. The children have thoroughly enjoyed building up to the final performances which,
whilst played to a limited audience of friends and staff, were not lacking in energy and
entertainment. The video and pictures which were taken to be shared with parents over the
half term holiday speak volumes about the focus and the commitment that the whole year

group gave to the staging of Hazelwood’s first play since lockdown. Mrs Housego was
incredibly proud of the children. She has thoroughly enjoyed bringing the theatre back to life
with a young cast whose confidence and acting skills have been growing with each passing
day. Their performances of much-loved classics such as ‘A Giant’s Giant Pizza’, ‘Our
Teacher’s a Troll’ and ‘The Happy Prince’ were complex and demanding. With the Year 4
staff behind them, the children rose to the challenge with pepperoni to spare! Mrs
Housego’s appearance as the loveable troll will also go down in the Hazelwood History
Books as a moment of joy and jubilation!

Elsewhere, our half term of Walking on Sunshine seems to have done the trick and finally,
the clouds have parted, the skies have turned blue and the sun is shining. Our event
planning couldn’t have been better with the Whole School BBQ held today being enjoyed in
full sunshine with smiles across everyone’s faces. Thanks to Steve, Charlotte and the whole
of the Catering Team who prepared an al fresco feast which was happily enjoyed by all in
the company of friends and lashings of tomato ketchup!

Mrs Tulett’s whole school Sunshine Art Project reached fever pitch this week with Years 1
and 2 joining the other year groups in capturing the essence of hope and optimism on a
10x10cms canvas. The classrooms of Chestnut were awash with paints, pens, paper, pompoms and pipe-cleaners as the children designed and beautifully crafted their miniature
masterpieces. Inevitably there was paint on the carpet and the occasional sets of fingers
glued together as a result of over-exuberant sticking, but the end results were well worth it.
Some stunning creations which capture the mood of an upbeat and enthusiastic half term in
Years 1 and 2. The school now has over 400 shots of sunshine which will be shared in due
course with the school and wider Oxted community. Well done everyone!

And finally, I love this
picture which was sent
through by the Sports
Department. Its simple
caption sums up a half
term in which everyone
has pulled together to
focus on the positives,
has looked up to see the
good around them and
has been determined
to walk on sunshine.
We return in a week for
the final push during
which we are hoping for
more of the same and
plenty more sunshine. What a great 6 weeks we have
Keeeeep Walking! And had back in the pool!
Loving pool life.
Stay safe.

For a list of communications hosted on the Parent Information Portal (PiP) each week please
see the ‘Notice Board’ further down the Nutshell.
News from The Nursery & Early Years
The sun has shone and another busy week draws to a close. It has been wonderful to hear
the sounds of summer songs echoing around the site this week as the Robins, Skylarks and
Oak children prepare for their Outdoor Summer Concerts that will be recorded and shared
after half term. The children are giving their all and I cannot wait to see the final
performances.
The rooms have also been very busy this week, with varying themes running across the site.
Please see below for news from the rooms.
This week in Fledglings 1 we have been taking the children on a bear hunt! The children
have baked shortbread biscuits shaped like teddy bears as well as exploring different
textures in tuff trays in the garden. The children have also enjoyed continuing to play in the
tents, they have role-played tea parties and had lots of fun tricking the adults, pretending to
be asleep! We have done lots of singing this week of our favourite nursery rhymes using the
musical instruments to accompany.

This week has shaped up to be a very colourful week in Fledglings 2 as we explored shapes
and colours. The children have really enjoyed this week with the abundance of activities and
fun experiences! We started our week with mixing colours using our hands and for those
who didn't like the mess we placed paint in sandwich bags for them to mix. The children also
enjoyed hiding in a large box with shapes cut out of the top and sides, which they then used
as a giant shape sorter as they placed different shapes through the holes. The children
explored their own interests as we provided coloured sequin scratch boards, shape and
colour threading and a colour matching table for them to use and explore at their own paces.
As the sun began to shine through the week, Fledglings 2 took a walk to the Robins
playground where we went on a shape and colour hunt and enjoyed the fresh air. The
garden has been missed thoroughly by the children as the rain has halted our fun, but with
the sun shining again the children were able to play outside, with the soapy water with
coloured balls being one of the hotspots for play!

This week in Robins we
have continued with the fairy
tale theme. We have been
looking and similarities and
differences
between
ourselves and friends and
family and then making our
own magic mirrors. We have
also made magic potions
with coloured water and
petals, created castles out of
different building materials
and made
gingerbread
house out of playdough.

The reinforcement of our fine manipulative skills has underpinned many of the activities in
the Upper Robins’ room this week. Against the back drop of our ‘People who help us’ theme,
not only have we learnt a lot about different occupations, but we have also had plenty of
opportunities to practise our hand eye coordination and fine motor movements. We had
great fun extinguishing a foam and spaghetti ‘fire’, using water squirters to great effect, and
then used hammers to tap thin wooden sticks into polystyrene as we pretended to work at
the tool bench. We made ambulances from pre-cut shapes and correctly matched misfit
professionals.

The children also focused on the work of dentists and used the most appropriate tool to
brush and floss in between the Megablocks ‘teeth’, even showing an awareness of timebased events as they commented on when they brush their teeth at home. We used
appropriately shaped ‘junk’ modelling resources to create a fire engine and showed our flair
and artistry as we role played in the hairdressing and nail salon.
During circle time we asked the question ‘what would you like to be when you grow up?’ The
replies were as far reaching as ‘a doctor’ and ‘a firemen’ to ‘Batman’ and ‘a fairy!’
10,9,8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1 BLASTOFF to Skylarks!!!! The children have loved looking at pictures of
astronauts on the moon and learning all about the solar system. Willow group made their
own rocket using an old cola bottle and Alka-Seltzer and water mixture. The children were
delighted when it launched in to the air. The children have been exploring the materials to
make their own spaceship in the home corner using great teamwork and communication
skills. Skylarks have also been able to use marshmallows and spaghetti to make
constellations. We used our new interactive sensory boards to make pictures of rockets and
planets. We have also been lots of colour mixing with shaving foam to make their own planet
Earth pictures. The children have also spent lots of time outside in the garden making
wonderful alien potions and role-playing trips to the moon and discussing what they would
take with them.

Oak braved the weather to visit the Outdoor Box on Tuesday. The children were excited to
see and use the space for the first time and, in particular, were looking forward to zooming
down the slide. Split into three groups, the children rotated between activities in the pods, by
the fire-pit and in the swimming pool before all coming together for a delicious picnic lunch in
the tipi. In the swimming pool, Mrs Luff had planned a brilliant Goldilocks and the three
bears’ lesson. Amongst other things, the children dived down for sinkers with Goldilocks
and bravely jumped through hoops with Baby Bear. In the pods, Miss Sanger's
group were exploring the woods with Leaf Man. The children collected natural items that
matched colours on their paint cards and then came back to the pods to draw what they had
found. They explored different shades of green, brown and grey but also spotted some
other colours in their surroundings. At the fire-pit, the children helped Gary to mix oats and
milk to make porridge for Baby Bear. Whilst it was cooking, they explored the entire outdoor
box area to find pieces of a Goldilocks jigsaw. Once the children had found all of the pieces,
they worked together to put the jigsaw together. Then, they headed back to the fire-pit to
check if the porridge was not too hot, not too cold but just right.

Huge Congratulations to Clemmie B who retold the
story of Goldilocks all by herself in this amazing fourpage, beautifully written and presented narration! Not
too short, not too long….just right and brilliant.

News from Hazelwood
Congratulations to Ella D (Y7) who recently not only broke the long standing discus record
of Holland Sports Club but also threw herself to the Number 2 UK spot for her age group
with her final 19.75m throw of the afternoon. Ella showed great courage and true grit in
overcoming her nerves and throwing near to her best in a competition which did its best to
unsettle her; an intimidating throwing net, a loud intrusive horn to tell her when to throw and
seven male athletes as her throwing companions! To do so well when others may have
crumbled is a great testament to Ella’s steely resolve and bodes well for future contests.
Well done Ella.

Sunshine Shoes and Golden Boots
Once again, Hazelwood is going to take place in the Golden Boot Challenge; the perfect
opportunity to encourage pupils, parents and staff to choose a healthier and more enjoyable
means of travel to and from school. All you need to do is during the week of the Challenge
(see below) find an alternative way to get to and from school which does not involve the car,
and let your class teacher know at Registration. A class gets a point for each pupil who
walked, scooted, cycled, or traveled by public transport to school. The class with the most
points at the end of the week will win the coveted trophy. We’ve had some great modes of
transport in the past including a National Championship Pony and Trap and a wheelbarrow.
What will you think of next? A train of alpacas? A magic carpet? A parliament of owls?
The Golden Boot Challenge will be running between Monday 7th June and Friday 11th June.
Any questions should be directed to Mr Moses (mosesr@hazelwoodschool.com) who
himself will be kite surfing in from home subject to there being enough wind!

Will victory be Miss Dancy’s class’ for the taking again or will we have a new champion?

We are delighted to bid
the fondest Hazelwood
‘Hello’ to baby Sophie who
brought the biggest smile
to Mr and Mrs Falconer’s
faces
on
Sunday.
Weighing 8lbs and 8oz,
Sophie is the adored sister
to Daisy. Mum and baby
are both doing well.

Continuing our spotlight on the school’s
talented writers, here is a further
selection of descriptive and evocative
prose written by our Year 7 pupils. Each
vividly sets the scene and delivers mood
and atmosphere a-plenty. Great work
Y7. Is there no end to your talents?

The picnic by the lake by Harry B
Throughout the hazy air, couples sit by the lake, in loving embrace. A lovey
atmosphere is present that calms the nerves of all who enter, chasing their worries
away. Food is enjoyed and loved by all, filled sandwiches, sugary cakes and all inbetween.
Tired Dragonflies glide lazily through the fading summer’s light. All manners of bugs
enjoy the day appreciating the cool chill atmosphere of the evening lake.
Families eat, and parents relax whilst young wide eyed children run round playing with each
other in a rugged harmony. Babies gnaw on a ready salted crisp whilst ants steal their
father’s straw hat. Friends sit in the sun skimming stones in a competition that they ought to
have won.
Slowly the dazzling sun melts into the far off horizon. As it hits the horizon, an explosion of
colour fills up the night sky then it is gone. As the fading sun sags ever lower, small dots fill
the sky making up abstract patterns as the darkness settles in.
As the bright full moon comes into a clearer view, its luminescent glow bounces off the
ripples of the water, like a rehearsed dance. Lilies’ blossoms drift slowly and silently,
traversing the black waters like a sailor traverses the ocean.

By this time, most have left just a few are picnickers left. On this beautiful evening, some
have their first kiss, a loving embrace that may start a relationship that lasts till their last
breath.
Soon there is silence; no one is left, as the glistening water is perfectly still. All the animals
are sleeping, and all the bugs are at rest. This is the time that, peaceful and tranquil, the
blossoms lay still upon the lily pads. All is good, after a day that was the best.

Flight by Oliver G
One day, on a breezy summer morning, an Airbus A318 BabyBus prepared for his first
flight. The minuscule aircraft was to voyage from CDG (Paris) to FCO (Rome). As the
A318 taxied towards the runway, the sun peeked out from behind the grey clouds.
As he arrived at the beginning of the runway, the aircraft concluded his pre-flight
checklists. Politely requesting take-off clearance from the Air Traffic Controller, the aircraft
began to accelerate. Zooming down the runway, the BabyBus raised his nose, and soared
into the sky. As Shaky Schnubb passed 2,000 feet, he knew that there was nothing to be
afraid of. Like a rocket, he was speeding through the air towards Rome.
However, little did he know that there was a patch of bumpy weather ahead. Just after
passing 31,000 feet, the BabyBus began to shake use a simile. Seeing a group of ominous
clouds ahead, the little Airbus turned around, and with a sigh of relief avoided the storm.
Due to the wind, however, Shaky Schnubb felt a bit damaged, and felt that he needed
to emergency land at ZRH (Zurich Kloten Airport). As he approached his airport, he
discovered that his nose landing gear would not lower!
Trying and trying, he kept attempting to make the wheel lower below him. Then, he had an
idea. Why do you need a nose wheel to land when you have your two main ones already?
And so, like a rock skidding on the ground after being thrown, Shaky Schnubb came to a
halt at the very end of the runway. Because the aircraft was pointing nose down, to leave
get out of the aircraft all of the passengers had to exit out of the back door! To travel to the
maintenance hangar, a tow truck was called to escort the BabyBus off the runway.
However, most of the passengers were satisfied with ending up at Zurich, and
congratulated Shaky Schnubb on his excellent first flight and emergency landing.
ʻGreat things come from small beginnings’ by Alicia G
She sliced the mango in half, carefully avoiding the seed. She scored criss-crosses into the
chunks and cautiously turned the mango half inside out; the effect was like a

hedgehog. Next, she cut along the skin releasing the chunks into a bowl. The jewel was on
the side, and she was protecting the seed; it was to be her focus for the next few months.
With love, she thoroughly washed the seed, removing all the aromatic flesh, until it was
smooth and the hair was slicked down. It had a fuzzy feeling, like peach skin. It was flat and
oblong and consisted of a tenacious coat enclosing the seed. Ripping the paper towel from
the roll, she compressed the seed in it removing all moisture.

Precisely, she took the knife and cracked open the protective outer layer, revealing the
beauty of the inner core. From the furry outer emerged a powerful matt ebony casket, stop it
resembled a tortoise shell shielding the soft delicate skin of a tortoise. The ebony casket
peeled away like a banana skin, exposing the new-born seedling. Here it was, the heart of
the mango, which would be her aim to grow. She hadn’t done much research so it would be
an adventure to find out what would happen next. It was avocado green, shiny, soft to the
touch and slimy. The musty smell lingered around the kitchen, long gone had the sweet
aroma of mango flesh had long gone.
Twisting the tap, she took another piece of kitchen roll, soaked it in water, then she rang it
out to create a damp effect, and loosely wrapped the paper towel around the precious seed.
Rapidly, she searched the kitchen, in need of a plastic reusable box. Crash! She yanked out
the box. After finding the perfect fitted box, she placed the small package in the air-tight box
and settled it next to the oven, which provided the right amount of heat for it.
Gradually, the seed grew, cracked and sprouted, which led her to suspend it above water
using wire. After a few weeks, it sprung into blossom which uncovered a magnificent mango
tree.
ʻGreat things come from small beginnings,’ she exclaimed, joyfully.
Crossing the Border by Caspar S
Crying. Screams and shouts. Pain and suffering. For six months now, refugees had been
flooding across the border from countries at war, all of them scared by battle. Each one of
them carried the horrifying burden of unforgettable memories of gunshots and terror, as well
as more tangible injuries, inflicted by great metal monsters. As more and more families fled,
our supplies diminished and so did our hope, stop would there ever be an end to the
conflict?
Throughout the long six months I was there, the weather had changed greatly. From the
warm and comforting heat of summer, into the cold and icy winds of winter, everyone
suffered. Whilst the cold had rid the country of flies, it had brought violent storms upon us,

and we were just waiting for one terrible enough to rip up the tents and temporary shelters
from the ground. With an interest in safety in mind, sandbags had been placed, rules had
been set and tensions levels were high. All we could do was wait. Despite this potential
problem, everyone did their best to help those running from the fighting, from treating injuries
to helping those that were displaced, stop no one had stopped giving it their all.
That’s when they attacked. For some time now, this camp was safe and relatively unknown
to the enemy. It was able to provide safety for those that needed it. But that had changed, for
soaring B-52s were now powering through the atmosphere, dropping their catastrophic
payload. People screamed and ran, though some stood, staring up at the sky, giving up,
taking the hit. But in any case, the camp was in ruins. The place hundreds of people had
learned to call home, the place that had given people hope, the place that provided security,
was gone in an instant. Though preparations for wild winter storms were made, we learnt
that mankind was the greatest destructive force. And there was nowhere to hide.

Crossing the border by Thomas R
Dust flying in my weather worn face, I rumbled madly across the rocky ground in the beaten
up Ford Raptor I had hijacked from an abandoned parking lot. My foot crushed the dirt
covered accelerator and my sweaty hands slipped and slid across the torn leather wheel. As
I practically flew across the cracked landscape, I caught a glimpse of the 10 meter high,
barbed wire fence that rose out of the ground like the gates of hell. This was the last
obstacle that stood between me and freedom from this godforsaken country. Sputtering and
coughing as if it had the flu, the truck heaved itself on, closing the gap at a shudderingly slow
pace.
But as I was just thinking I would make it, I recognised the sound of another vehicle, much
louder than my rusted pile of junk. I flawed the pedal, my panic rising to an unbearable
amount, and the Ford doubled its now roaring pace, crashing down like a lead weight every
time it screeched over one of the jagged, evil-looking rocks that seemed to rule out here.
Abruptly, it appeared, a blood-thirsty wolf in the rear view mirror, lumbering along at a
blisteringly fast, mile eating gallop, with a menacing silhouette hunched in the padded seats,
coaxing this animal to catch me. Only my size was to my advantage, if I could slip
underneath the fence, he wouldn’t be able to follow me.
Dust carpeted the windscreen, making it near impossible to see, and my spine was so
shuddered, I thought it was broken. But I had to endure, otherwise he would take me back,
and make it impossible for me to escape again. Over and over again I told myself that he
would have the same problems that I had, but if he did, it didn’t seem to stop him from
gaining rapidly on me. Finally! I had reached the fence. Still moving, I trapped my wire
cutters and jumped out of the Raptor, landing face down on the parched ground. My face
swelling up to the size of a balloon, I stumbled along, well aware of the sound of his engine
growing louder and louder in my ears.

When I reached the fence comma I desperately snipped the wires around the bottom of the
fence and slid with great difficulty underneath. I had made it! I was out! I was finally safe!
Listening to his hatred filled screams, I dragged myself along the ground, filled with utter
relief. I could start a new life here, be safe from them forever.
The Picnic By The Lake by Barney R
The Smith family were brilliant. Oliver was quite young and very mischievous, Sophie wasn’t
the smartest but was quite creative and cheeky. Clara, Oliver and Sophie’s mother, was
quite a lenient parent and let them do a lot of things that her children’s friends wouldn’t be
allowed to do. Oliver and Sophie’s dad had gone missing when they were young and it was
believed he had died. They weren’t able to spend much time with him before he last left.
One day, Clara let them have a picnic next to their dad’s favourite lake. It was a beautiful
lake that always reminded them of their father. When they arrived, they were greeted by the
incredible scent of nature that wafted up their nostrils. While their mum unpacked the ham
sandwiches and juicy fruit, the children ran straight down onto the banks. Oliver ran as fast
as he could towards his sister and then lightly tapped her on the shoulder and shouted,
“Tag!”
“Hey, no fair, I didn’t even know we were playing!” replied Sophie, furiously. As quick as a
flash, she sprinted back towards Oliver at a menacing speed. Out of the corner of his eye,
Oliver saw a *log, gently drifting across the lake. It was bobbing towards the two young
children, as if tempting Oliver into a risky decision.
Oliver took the bait and went for the hard option. His idea was to jump on the log and direct
his way to the opposite side of the lake. Sophie was nearly at Oliver when he sprang into
action and engaged his plan. Ducking to the left, Oliver swiftly sprinted towards the edge of
the lake and made the treacherous leap to the log. When he landed, his un-gripped shoe
made his foot slip underneath him, causing Oliver to lose balance. While Oliver was slipping
and falling onto the log, Sophie said: “Ha, funny joke, Oliver, but even I know that’s
dangerous so jump back now.”
“I can’t!” he screamed.
“What! Ok I’ll get mum, just stay there,” he said and ran like her life depended on it, back to
the car, where Clara had just finished unpacking the picnic.
“Oh hey, Sophie, where’s Oliver?” asked Clara.
“He’s stuck on a log in the lake, and he’s fallen over!” replied Sophie. You could hear her
heart racing like it had never done before. Clara was worried and scared as well; it was
written all over her face.
“Let’s go then!” Clara said urgently.
Meanwhile, at the lake, Oliver was hanging on to the log for dear life, snatching in panic.
After at least ten seconds of struggling, Oliver clutched onto a small twig on the log and
heaved himself up. He was soaking from his toes to his waist and he couldn’t think straight
because his mind was clouded with panic. Whilst all this was happening, the log was being
pulled by a current from a meandering, rocky river to the east of the lake. Despite his
hammering heartbeat, Oliver managed to calm himself down a bit, thinking about the
positives; but he was heading towards a winding, dangerous river. He started to panic again.
The log made its way to the river and then it started moving fast.
Back at the bank, Sophie and Clara couldn’t see Oliver on the lake anymore and thought the
worst. “Mum, when we came here, wasn’t there an old shed next to the path? if someone
was in there, could they help?” remembered Sophie.

“Great idea, let's go there right away”, said Clara. Within the next minute, they were up at the
shed and Clara knocked on the door. A strange man with a huge beard and a battered,
ancient hat, which covered up most of his face, opened the door and looked at them
curiously, with his brown eyes.
“What do you want?” the man snapped.
“My son, Oliver, is stuck somewhere near or on the lake but we can’t find him, can you help
us?” replied Clara.
The man stared at them for a while and then replied, “Happy to help,” in a deep, ruffled
voice, with a change in personality. Sophie then quickly explained what happened to her
brother. She noticed that there was something strange about this man and the way he was
acting. “He may have drifted into the river on the east of the lake, I might be able to get him
off the log with a wooden plank, so I’ll bring one,” said the man as if he knew the lake like the
back of his hand.
Oliver saw that he was coming up for a rock that he could
grab and haul himself onto so he wouldn’t go further down
the river. That’s when it struck him, Sophie and his mum
hadn’t come for him yet. Maybe they could be in trouble or
maybe they just left him. This made him worry even more
and that did not help the situation. When he came got close
to the rock, he grabbed it and pulled himself onto it. In his
struggle, he saw three figures coming towards him. “Oliver,
is that you?” said the one of the figures.
“Mum! Sophie!” shouted Oliver, relieved.
“This man is helping us save you. He has a wooden plank
that he’s going to attach to that rock you’re on so you can
get across,” explained his mum.
The man threw the plank across to the rock and Oliver put
his end of the plank in a dent in the rock. “Come across,” he
invited. As if on a tightrope, Oliver wobbled across the
plank and fortunately made it across.
“Thank you so much!” shouted Oliver. He gave his mum
and sister tight hugs until they couldn’t take it anymore.
“You’re welcome son,” said Oliver’s dad.

When Mrs Tulett launched her Walking on
Sunshine art competition, little did she know just
how many entries she would receive. Not only
was she overwhelmed with the quantity, the
quality too was breathtaking. Displayed in her
Studio on Limpsfield High Street, here’s a little of
what’s on offer to whet your appetite. A massive
well done to all who entered. Thank you for
sharing the joy!

This house believes that the future is vegetarian. By Phoebe H
Over 56 billion animals are slaughtered each year for our pleasure and their meat. Do you
want a guilty conscience? This is both immoral and unsustainable. The future must be
vegetarian.
Firstly, poor innocent animals do not give their consent. Every day animals are slaughtered
for people to eat without the animals' permission. An animal would be happily grazing across
a peaceful field; then rammed into the back of the trailer and sent off to the slaughterhouse.
How can you not feel guilty? How would you like it if you were that animal? These animals
do not get to say or understand what’s going to happen to them, imagine how scary that
would be just shoved in the back of a trailer, no warning. This is not right and should be
stopped immediately at all costs so that animals can be free and happy.
Secondly, have you considered what you are putting in your mouth? If you eat meat, you
have eaten a dead animal which was living and blood pumping round its body, and no rights.
When you walk past lambs with their mothers, munching on the spring grass, have you
encountered that could be the food on your table next week? Have you got a pet? If so,
imagine having to eat your pet. That’s the same as eating bacon, chicken, sausages or
steak. Having a future of vegetarians we would never have to live in guilt of eating an animal.
Although meat can be glorious, but it is murder. You are killing someone that's not worth
killing. Frankly, people who kill animals for meat should all be sent to jail for killing them
because it’s exactly the same as killing a human being. You might not know what you are
doing, but inside, you know you do.
In conclusion, eating animals is wrong and so that we can never feel guilty for our sins of
eating meat, we must become vegetarian. Stepping forward, we must be veggie no matter
what. There are alternatives to meat, so make them.

With the nerves of
assessments well
and truly behind
them, Bea, Grace,
Lucy, Alex, Woody
and Oscar were
able to relax in
front of the camera
this week.
This
relaxed picture of
our Year 7 scholars
sees them letting
their hair down
before the hard
work begins!

Year 1 and 2 rose to Mrs Tulett’s Art Challenge with great
enthusiasm and creativity, designing some amazing sunshine
pictures. It is hoped to share these with the local community in a
surprise ‘guerilla-style’ exhibition! Keep your eyes peeled….

Springwatch with Year 5

Year 5 enjoyed a fabulous day off the Hazelwood site this Tuesday, 25th May. We walked a
loop along the North Downs to the Titsey Estate, up through the woods and back round to
the North Downs before making our way back to the mini buses. The wonderful Mrs
Bilbrough kept us entertained and scientifically informed throughout the day. We learnt
about Redwood trees, farmland and crop rotation and how to tell the time using a dandelion!
Along the way we spotted: lambs, calves, giant snails and made gnome homes. The icing on
the cake, or should we say the sauce on the ice-cream, was being treated to an ice cream
parlour sunshine surprise on our return!

"I learnt lots of interesting facts that I will
share with my parents next time I walk
around Titsey! My favourite part was
building gnome homes with our friends."
Evie

"My favourite part was 'Protect, Respect
and Enjoy'! I loved the walk and science
side of it! I learnt a lot about the country
code and saw lots of snails! I loved the
gnome homes and my friends taught me
that the moss absorbed all the water."
Eva

"I absolutely loved the
gnome den building. I
will build one at home
in the forest!" Hamish
My favourite part was
seeing all the animals:
the lambs, calves and
horses. Sophie
My favourite part was
the freedom! I loved
running around in the
dandelion field. Anna
B

My favourite part of the walk was standing on the point where the North Downs Way and
the Vanguard Way cross the Greenwich meridian line. Ollie

Year5 have also been busy this week writing Sunshine Messages which will be
distributed to local schools and care home to spread the positivity. There are some
lovely messages which the Nutshell is sure will be received. The sunshine joy will be
shared in bright yellow envelopes so it spreads the moment it lands on the door mat!

Mrs Clark was really impressed when Year 6 wrote magazine-style reviews of their
hobbies and interests. Here she shares three which particularly caught her eye.
A Magazine Article on Farming! By Tom B
Here are some good tips to start your farm.
First of all, you will need an animal to start your farm. Here are some opinions from some
experienced farmers.



Joanna thinks that sheep are a very good and easy starter farm animal.
Ben thinks that what makes good meat is how you feed your animal. He
recommends Ben’s Animal Feed, which offers a wide variety as well.

If you want to have sheep, cows, goats, llamas and alpacas, you will need a sheep dog. A
good breed is the collie, mainly border collies. (There are some banging websites for border
collies. Try Pete Wheeler, Susan Kaon and Amy Barry.)
To keep your livestock in, you will need a plot of land and a fence around the perimeter.
Make sure it is very sturdy and put your animal in.
To keep chickens, you can clip their wings and let them roam around your farm. If you want
them to lay eggs, don’t clip their wings and keep them in a coop. Finally, breed them, fatten
them up and then eat!
For pig farming, you will need to have a plot of land that they can wreck and very strong
fences. (You can buy pig sties for them from Angela Watson.) They will eat anything – they
are cannibals – so don’t give them pork. WARNING! THEY WILL EAT THEIR OWN
SIBLINGS!
That’s all for now, folks! I will keep you updated in the next issue on the latest farming news!

Horse Riding by Uma
Do you want to start horse riding? Then read this marvelous magazine to find out more!
How to begin:
Horses are usually calm, kind and gentle. However, if you are a beginner, I suggest you stay
on the lunge. The lunge, which is extremely helpful, is where the instructor put a long lead on
the horse, and you walk in circles. First of all, start off in a walk, but afterwards, you could go
into a trot. Experienced riders go on hacks when you ride around outside the stables freely.
Horses’ tack:
Tack is a very important issue in horse riding. There are two parts to the tack: the bridle and
the saddle. You need to put the bridle on carefully, otherwise the horse will panic (but don’t
worry too much because the instructor will help you.) The bridle’s a strap that goes over the
horse’s head, and a metal bar called the bit goes in the horse’s mouth. Saddles sit on the
horse’s back; it’s the part you sit on, although you won’t fall off because the saddle is as
stable as thick wood.

Stables:
A stable is where horses live. They have stalls, fresh grass and hay, and fields attached to
them. Some stables even have a school (which isn’t the one children go to!) It’s an enclosed
space where you can ride. I recommend the stables at Tandridge.
Now that I have told you all about horse riding, stop lounging on the sofa! It’s time to go out
for a ride!

Rugby by Henry D
Do you want to get off your sofa and out of the house? Then this is what you need: rugby!
Rugby is an exhilarating and exciting sport. If you do not want a fast-paced game, then try
touch rugby where you have to touch someone to tackle. However, if you are wanting a
stamina test, go for contact; this is where there are tiring mauls, wrestling rucks and hearthammering scrums. Contact is a great way to let your energy run wild.
To score points, you have to touch the ball down over the opposition’s try line, called a try,
which is worth five points. Other ways to score include penalties, conversions and drop
goals.
To play rugby, whether you’re playing internationally, for a club, or just for fun, you will need
an egg-shaped rugby ball, a mouth guard (not needed if you’re playing touch) and a pair of
either football or rugby boots.
Dashing over the line to score a try feels like you are winning the World Cup! Running with
the wind in your hair is an amazing feeling as you swerve past defender after defender, or
kick the winning points for your team. These are great feelings in rugby.
The benefits of rugby are worth the hard physical and psychological tests. Your fitness, from
stamina and endurance to your strength, will increase immensely. If you play for a club,
you’ll have endless hours in the gym to pack in more and more muscle. Also, you will want to
improve your diet, swapping pizzas for meaty casseroles. However, best of all, your body will
feel new and ready for anything.
If you want to stop watching TV and eating pizza all day long, join your local rugby club. Kick
off a new healthy lifestyle with rugby!
A huge thank you from Mr Jarvis for everyone who has sponsored him and his wife as
they face their tough 7 in 7 Challenge in support of Motor Neurone Disease. If you wish
to cheer him on from the comfort of your own living room, there is still time to visit the link
alongside to pledge your support. https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/richandkat

Year 7 Creative Arts
Scholar, Bea, has
been busy recording
an
original
composition.
Here
she is hard at work
putting the finishing
touches to the piece.
Bea is intending to
write and arrange
some string parts
next half term so her
fellow Y6 musicians
can join her in what
promises to be a very
special performance.

In the first Nutshell of next half term, there will be
news and views from the Year Evacuee Day
during which the children made a silent movie,
learned the Lambeth Walk and made Anderson
air-raid shelters.
The children all looked
resplendent in their period costumes. Mrs T, and
the rest of the Y5 staff promised not to send the
children away to the country but to have them
ready for collection by their mums and dads at
the end of the school day.

Year 5 performed their Series of Unfortunate Events earlier in the week to a captive
audience of their fellow Y5 audience. In spite of the name, nothing went wrong and all
the groups performed really well in the open air space of the Baily Terrace. Bravo Year 5

Please hand any donations you feel able to give to support this
worthwhile campaign to the main site team at drop off.
HNEY donations can be left with the Nursery Office.
Last date for donations is Thursday 10th June. Thank you.

Notice Board
Communication sent home this week
The following communications have been sent out as detailed below and are available to
view on the Parent Information Portal (PIP):
PIP (Parent Information Portal) Access Link
https://3sys.hazelwoodschool.com/schoolPORTAL
SOCS Calendar
http://calendar.hazelwoodschool.co.uk/week.aspx?ID=25213
LETTERS
Year 8 - Leavers’ Programme offsite activity 11 June and consent - deadline Monday, 7 June
(emailed 27/5)
Year 8 - Common Entrance Information and Timetable
Year 7 - Blacklands Farm Residential
(1) Trip Letter & Information - consent deadline 9am Friday, 28 May
(2) Blacklands Farm 4th Dimension Medical Form - forms need to be completed and

returned to Mrs Brighting either by hard copy or scan and email to
brightingl@hazelwoodschool.com as soon as possible
(3)

Kit List - Medicines Authorisation (if applicable) deadline 9am Tuesday, 8 June

Various - Confirmation of Half-term Fun Club Bookings and Information
REMINDERS/NOTICES
Year 5 - Evacuee Day - Friday, 28 May
Year 4 - International Day - Monday, 7 June
YEAR 4 PLAY PHOTOGRAPHS & DVD/DIGITAL DOWNLOAD
Photographs will be made available on the Parents’ section of the School website over halfterm. DVD’s/Digital download can also be requested via aa@hazewoodschool.com by the
end of term. Costs for photographs/DVD as advised separately to Year 4 parents will be
added to end of term accounts.

PRIZE GIVING & END OF YEAR CUPS/AWARDS 2020
Please return cups awarded last summer to Mrs Greenwood (via pupils) by Friday, 11 June
(engraved and polished if possible, please) so that they may be prepared for 2021
recipients. Thank you.
BUS SERVICE (GARY) - NEW CONTACT NUMBER 07760 862728
WALKING ON SUNSHINE - dates to bring in Hoodies
Year 8 10th June
All other year groups to be updated
Music and LAMDA Weekly Timetables are uploaded to PIP every Friday.
The Staff Contact list is available on the School Website/Parents’ Section.
Updated Term Dates to July 2022 are available on the School Website/Parents’ Section &
under Admissions (please note revised HNEY return 4/1/22).
Late Room Contact Information for out of hours (the School Office closes at 5pm)
Years 1 & 2 - 07747705843 (Chestnut Building 01883 733848)
Years 3-5 - 07827 687874
Years 6-8 - 07444 723032
Bus Services - Cherry/Sylvia - 07901 377692 or Gary - 07760 862728
RETURN TO SCHOOL PROTOCOL MARCH 2021
Please refer to this document, published on 2 March 2021 and available on PIP, for any
current information regarding your child’s return to school from 8 March 2021. The current
updated Risk Assessment document is also available to view on the School website. The
Head’s pre-return to summer term email of 15/4 also refers.
WATER BOTTLES
Pupils should bring to school each day their own named and filled water bottle.
WALKING HOME YEARS 6-8
A reminder that we require written permission from parents if they wish their child to walk
home from school and, therefore, would ask that you email Miss Roberts in the School Office
on schoolsec@hazelwoodschool.com if your child needs to be added to the register or if
there are changes to current details held. Please give details of the days your child will be
walking home, whether they will have a mobile and if this will continue once the days are
shorter. Please note that if your child does have a mobile phone this must be locked and
handed to their Form Tutor on arrival in school, to be kept safely until the end of the school
day. At the end of the day the appropriate member of staff must be informed that the pupil is
leaving the school site and the phone collected.
GAMES/PE LESSONS REMINDER
YEARS 1 & 2 - pupils should come into school in Games kit on their respect Games day Year 1 Tuesday / Year 2 Thursday.
YEARS 3 & 4 - Tuesday and Thursday - arrive at school in full kit.
YEARS 5 & 6 - Monday and Wednesday - arrive at school in full kit. Friday - trainers only,
change in classroom before the lesson.
YEARS 7 & 8 - Monday - trainers only, change in classroom before the lesson.
Wednesday and Friday - arrive at school in full kit.
YEARS 3-8 GAMES KIT
For the longer Games lessons all pupils will need Hazelwood White PE tops, white shorts
(boys), blue skorts (girls) and white sport socks to go with their full tracksuit. Suitable sport
trainers, not leisure trainers must be worn. A reminder that watches and swatches should be
removed for PE and Games lessons and those pupils with stud earrings will also be asked to
remove these for their lessons.

For Years 3 & 4 boys, cricket whites will be optional and for Years 5-8 boys encouraged,
later in the year.
On single Games and PE lesson days when pupils arrive at school in full uniform, they
should be wearing their school shoes and bring trainers in a bag.
YEARS 3-8 GIRLS
On PE and single Games lesson days, please come to school wearing school skort under
uniform.
SWIMMING – Oak-Year 5 pupils have returned to usual timetabled lessons from this week.
OFF GAMES/PE
Pupils in Years 3-8 who are off Games/PE are expected to remain on site and will
accompany their group to watch lessons. The general expectation is that in most
circumstances, pupils who are well enough to be at school are also well enough to
participate in the full day. Mrs Varcoe, our School Nurse, is on site should a child need to be
assessed and go home.
DAILY ABSENCES
Any daily absences for Y1-8 should continue to be reported to
absenceandoffgames@hazelwoodschool.com
ABSENCE REQUESTS
All absence requests for medical and other appointments (for those that cannot be made out
of school hours) and senior school visits, should be made using
https://forms.gle/aHUCmSwhYAihfgPF6
TERM TIME ABSENCE
We endeavour to publish all the school holiday dates well in advance, so that parents may
plan family trips and other events during the long holiday periods and over weekend time.
We encourage parents not to take their children out of school during term-time unless it is
absolutely essential so as not to interrupt their learning. Unless there are extenuating
circumstances, term-time absences will be registered as unauthorised absence. Please be
aware that this information may be given to senior schools as part of the transition process if
they request it. If your child is absent during term-time for holiday reasons, please note that
staff will not be able to provide catch up work. Any requests for term-time holiday should be
made using the link above. Thank you for your co-operation.
SCHOOL CAR PARK
Can we please remind parents to be considerate and courteous towards other parents and
drivers in the school car park. Safety is paramount, not just for the children, but for all users
of the car park and we thank you in advance for your patience, especially during busy
periods when the weather may not be at its best. A reminder that the maximum speed limit
in the car park is 5mph - please also be mindful of this when exiting the car park onto the
road; there are a number of parents and pupils who need to cross the road by the exit to
walk through the woods. We would also kindly request that parents do not arrive early for
their stipulated pick up time(s), so as not to cause traffic queues both in the car park and
onto the road.
MUSIC LESSONS
Please note that the Peripatetic staff are not responsible for collecting pupils in Years 5-8 for
their music lessons. The first step to becoming a great musician is having discipline and
making sure you are on time for your lesson. In line with the Music Tuition Terms and
Conditions, missed lessons are still chargeable. Please kindly ensure that you and your
child check the weekly music timetable (on PIP) and are aware of when a lesson has been
scheduled. It would also help if you could support your child by checking that they have set
an alarm for their music lesson on their school iPad if they have one or, by using a small
wrist watch alarm. If there are any issues with the scheduling of your child's lesson, please

contact Mr Charlie Tappin, Head of Music at tappinc@hazelwoodschool.com at least 24
hours before the lesson is due, so that we can try to find a solution.

